Due to limits in technology scaling, energy efficiency of logic devices is decreasing in successive generations. To provide continued performance improvements without increasing power, regardless of the sequential or parallel nature of the application, microarchitectural energy efficiency must improve. We propose Dynamically Specialized Datapaths to improve the energy efficiency of general purpose programmable processors. The key insights of this work are the following. First, applications execute in phases and these phases can be determined by creating a path-tree of basic-blocks rooted at the inner-most loop. Second, specialized datapaths corresponding to these path-trees, which we refer to as DySER blocks, can be constructed by interconnecting a set of heterogeneous computation units with a circuit-switched network. These blocks can be easily integrated with a processor pipeline.
Introduction
Materials and device-driven technology challenges are ushering an era of non-classical scaling. While the number of devices is expected to double every generation, the power efficiency of devices is growing slowly. The main reason behind this trend is that classical voltage scaling has effectively ended and capacitance of transistors is reducing slowly from one generation to another [1] . While the number of transistors increases sixteen-fold from now through 2020, capacitance only reduces by 3X. Using a conservative model of 5% reduction in voltage per generation and no reduction in gate capacitance in future technology nodes, power increases by 3.4X in 10 years. Architectural techniques are required to improve performance while being energy efficient as highlighted by others as well [18, 16] .
While there is consensus that hardware specialization can energy-efficiently improve performance, the programmability and implementation challenges are daunting. This paper explores hardware specialization using a codesigned hardware-compiler approach that avoids disruptive hardware or software changes. The idea is to dynamically specialize hardware to match application phases. We call the execution model, Dynamically Specialized Execution (DySE). The compiler slices applications into phases and maps them to the hardware substrate -Dynamically Specialized Execution Resource (DySER) blocks.
A DySER block is integrated like a functional unit into a processor's pipeline. It is a heterogeneous array of computation units interconnected with a circuit-switched mesh network, without any storage or other overhead resources. The key insight is to leave only the computation units on the commonly executed hardware path, eliminating perinstruction overheads such as fetch, decode, and register access. Circuit-switching in the network provides energy efficiency. By providing support for network flow-control, we can pipeline multiple DySER invocations and tolerate loads/stores cache misses. As part of the compiler, we develop a novel path-profiling technique that develops trees of paths ranging hundreds of instructions that capture the most commonly executed code. These trees are then mapped to DySER blocks creating specialized datapaths at run-time.
Thus, DySER integrates a very general purpose and flexible accelerator into a processor pipeline and with its co-designed compiler, the same hardware can target "any" application and diverse domains through dynamic specialization. This specialization can help improve energy efficiency. Judiciously exploiting technology and architecture capability, DySER overcomes the complexity, domainspecialization, program-scope and language restrictions, and scalability restrictions of previous efforts.
We have implemented the DySER module in Verilog and synthesized it on a 55nm technology library and we have built a compiler-pass in GCC to identify path-trees and create mappings. Our results show: i) A 64-functionalunit DySER datapath occupies the same area as a 64KB single-ported SRAM and can cover 12% to 100% of applications' dynamically executed instruction stream. ii) In most cases two DySER blocks can achieve the same performance (within 5%) as having a specialized block for each path-tree. iii) When coupled to a single-issue processor, two DySER blocks provide geometric mean speedup of 2.1X (1.1X to 10X), and geometric mean energy reduction of 40% (up to 70%) and geometric-mean energy-delay product reduction of 2.7X. iv) With a dual-issue and 4-issue out-of-order (OOO) machine we see similar performance improvements.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 provides rationale and overview. Section 3 describes the architecture, Section 4 describes the compiler's role and Section 5 presents results. Section 6 discusses related work and Section 7 concludes. Figure 1 shows a spectrum of hardware specialization increasing in granularity. On the left is implicit microarchitecture specialization. An example is macro-op fusion where the microarchitecture fuses sequences of instructions to amortize per-instruction overheads like decoding, register reads, renaming etc.. In the middle is instruction-set specialization which is visible to the compiler. Examples include encryption accelerators in Niagara [13] , media extensions like SSE [34] , and GPU instruction sets. Their key problems are that they do not generalize outside the specific domain and can be hard to program.
A Case for Dynamically Specialized Datapaths
Dynamically Specialized Execution: DySE uses insights from domain-driven accelerators to dynamically specialize datapaths to capture application phases. Our motivation came from building application-specific accelerators for a few PARSEC benchmarks [4] , which we sketch in Figure 2a-b . This exercise and VLSI area-analysis led to the following insights: i) A heterogeneous array of functional units can cover many applications. Figure 2c shows such an array and Figure 2d ,e show how different applications can map to same array. ii) Datapath wires must be staticallyrouted to minimize overheads. iii) VLSI area densities allow tens to hundreds of functional units.
In the DySE execution model, the application is abstracted as a sequence of ultra-wide "instructions" each representing an application phase. These phases communicate with each other through memory. The hardware for executing these instructions are dynamically specialized execution resources (DySER). The high-level design is shown in the right extreme of Figure 1 . The wide instructions encode the physical routes on the substrate and inputs are injected from the processor's datapath. The model hinges on the assumption that only a few such "wide instructions" are active during a phase of an application. Thus, setting up the static routes once amortizes the execution of the DySER unit over many invocations. The potential benefits are:
• Energy efficiency: Datapath specialization removes overheads in programmable processors.
• Area efficiency and Programmability: Dynamically specializing these datapaths instead of designing accelerators for each phase provides area efficiency and programmability.
• Design complexity: The implementation lends itself to easy integration with the processor pipeline. • Flexible execution model: The execution-model of ultra-wide instructions with dynamically specialized hardware implementation unifies different specialization techniques like SIMD-execution, instructionspecialization, and loop-accelerators with potentially little efficiency loss.
We discuss below the key challenges in realizing the potential benefits of the approach.
Can phases be converted into ultra-wide instructions? First, while it is accepted that applications execute in phases and loops, for the DySE approach to work, we must be able to determine these phases. Second, applications must reexecute such an "instruction" many times to amortize the cost of dynamically synthesizing a datapath. We develop a novel path-tree based representation of programs (Section 4) and show that applications spend hundreds to thousands of cycles in two to three path-trees. Thus, path-trees serve as a good candidate for ultra-wide instructions. Table 2 shows quantitative data for a diverse application suite.
Isn't hardware and functional-unit mix highly application dependent? Since the path-trees are themselves large, a law of large numbers phenomenon showed that instruction mix across applications was similar. We observed a distinct floating-point and integer based distribution, but little divergence with these domains. Thus, it is possible to build a common-case array of heterogeneous units.
Aren't data-flow routes data-dependent? Data-flow becomes data-dependent if buffers are used to share a functional unit between many operations. If instead, we take the radical approach of providing a single computational unit for each primitive operation in our DySE instruction, routing values is no longer data-dependent thus providing an opportunity for circuit-switched static routing. VLSI area constraints support a case for such a decision. For example, an on-chip router's area with its buffering and controllogic can exceed the size of a 32-bit adder and multiported register-files can be much larger than a 32-bit adder. Thus, if the execution model supports it, a circuit-switched network is more efficient.
What about load-stores and control flow? Related work on such specialization has found irregular memory accesses to be a problem. They sidestep the problem by restricting their domains to where memory accesses are regular [8] , or restrict the program scope [8, 39, 17] , or by enforcing specialized languages [15, 14] . The resulting architectures are unscalable and/or highly domain-specialized.
We exploit a simple insight, which some may feel is counter-intuitive -use a general purpose processor. Driven by sophisticated advances in memory disambiguation [35] , prefetching [19] , and streaming [24] , general-purpose processors with short physical paths to hardware managed caches provide effective low-latency access to memory. Quantitatively, the PARSEC benchmarks typically have L1 data-cache miss-rates less than 2% [3] and the SPECCPU benchmarks typically have 30 data-cache misses per thousand instructions [20] . Hence, our solution is to utilize general-purpose processors as a load/store engine to feed a specialized datapath. This provides sufficient support to explore practical computation specialization without disrupting the hardware/software stack.
In the DySE execution model, a program is explicitly partitioned by the compiler into a load back-slice which includes all computation of memory addresses and a computation slice which consumes values, performs computation, and sends store values/addresses back to the processor. This insight provides the generality and freedom to investigate large application phases for specialization and a hardware block simple enough to integrate with processors like a functional unit. A place-holder instruction in the load back-slice ensures load-store ordering and allows the processor's memory disambiguation optimizations to proceed unhindered. Control-flow is implemented with a hardware selection node exposed to the compiler.
Architecture
Execution Model and Overview: Dynamically specialized datapaths are meant to be integrated as functional units into a pipelined processor as shown in Figure 3 .
The compiler and processor view the DySER block as a block of computational units that consume inputs (memory words and named registers) and produce outputs (memory word/address pairs and register value/name pairs). Figure 3 show a logical FIFO-based processor interface.
Execution with DySER datapaths proceeds as follows. When the program reaches a region that can be executed on the DySER array, the hardware configures the DySER block and the main processor starts injecting register values and memory values into the FIFOs. After configuration, the DySER block pops values from the FIFOs and execution proceeds in data-flow fashion with values routed between functional units through a circuit-switched network. Outputs are delivered to the output interface and written back to the processor registers or memory. While this approach adds configuration overheads, it works because: i) the processor executes multiple instances of an "instruction" before a new configuration is required and ii) large program regions can be converted into "wide instructions" (quantitative measurements in Section 5).
To create these "instructions" that represent large program regions, our compiler first creates path-trees (see Section 4) and for each path-tree it creates a separate load back-slice and computation slice. The load back-slice executes on the processor and the computation slice becomes 
Figure 3. Processor Pipeline with DySER Datapath and DySER Elements
a stateless piece of code ideally suited for hardware specialization. Table 1 shows a code snippet, its stylized assembly code, load back-slice and computation slice. To interface with DySER, we introduce these ISA extensions: i) dyser init: an instruction to configure the DySER unit, ii) dyser send: an instruction to send register values to the DySER unit, iii) dyser load: an instruction that reads from the memory (caches) and sends the value into the DySER unit, iv) dyser store: a place-holder instruction used by the main processor for tracking loadstore ordering and v) dyser commit: an instruction to commit output values. We now describe the DySER array, network, processor interface and pipeline integration.
DySER Block
The DySER array consists of functional units (FU) and switches. The functional units form the basic computation fabric as shown in Figure 3a . Each FU is connected to four neighboring switches from where it gets input values and injects outputs. Each FU also includes a configuration register that specifies which function to perform. Figure 3b shows the details of one FU. For example, an integer-ALU functional unit can perform addition, subtraction, and a few logical operations. Each FU also includes one data register and one status register for each input switch. The status registers indicate whether values in the data registers are valid or not. The data registers match the word-size of the machine. The simplest DySER implementation is an array with homogeneous functional units, with each unit capable of primitive operations like addition, multiplication, and logic operations. However, this would take too much area. Instead, we use a heterogeneous array determined by instruction mix analysis.
The switches in the DySER array allows datapaths to be dynamically specialized (black squares in Figure 3a ). They form a circuit-switched network that creates explicit hardware paths from inputs to the functional units, between functional units, and from functional units to outputs. Figure 3c shows the basic switch with the dotted lines representing the possible connections of one port to all possible output ports. This forms the crux of DySER's capability to dynamically specialize computation units. Along with data and status registers, each switch includes a configuration register which specifies the input to output port mappings. Switches in DySER have 8 outputs to 8 directions, 4 inputs from neighbor switches, and 1 input from functional units.
The basic execution inside a DySER block is data-flow driven by values arriving at a functional unit. When the valid bits for both left and right operands are set, the functional unit consumes this input, and a fixed number of cycles later produces output writing into the data and status register of the switch. Figure 5d shows the computation slice mapped on a DySER array. A DySER array is configured by writing into configuration registers at each functional unit and switch. We use a novel way of reusing the data network to also transmit configuration information as shown in Figure 4 . Every switch includes a small 3-bit decoder and a path from the switch's inputs to its configuration register. The data in a network message is interpreted as a 3-bit target and 29-bit payload data when in configuration mode. The switch uses the decoder to check if the message is meant for the current node (by examining the target field) and if so the value is written into the configuration registers. In addition, all configuration messages are forwarded to the next switch. To set up multiple configuration "streams", all switches forward the input from east port to west port and input from north port to south port. With this design, DySER blocks are configured using the datapath wires without any dedicated configuration wires. Compared to repeatedly fetching and executing, DySER blocks are configured once and re-used many times.
Multiple DySER Blocks and Pipelining: The execution model allows multiple DySER blocks where each block is configured differently. With multiple DySER blocks, we can predict the next block and configure it before its inputs are produced by the processor. The large granularity allows easy predictability and we observed more than 99% prediction accuracy with a 1K-bit two-level history table.
Like pipelining long-latency functional units, DySER datapaths can be pipelined with multiple invocations executing simultaneously. The following execution semantics of the DySER instruction extensions allow pipelining.
dyser init which configures a new phase, waits and stalls until all prior invocations are complete. dyser send, dyser load, and dyser store are all either data-dependent on values or resources in the processor. dyser commit starts a new invocation and allow the pipelining of multiple invocations. Since the DySER block receives inputs asynchronously at arbitrary times from the FIFO interfaces, some flow-control is required in the network to prevent values from a new invocation clobbering values from a previous invocation. We implement a creditbased flow-control simplified for our statically-switched network, by adding one backward signal called the credit signal (Figure 3d,e) . Physically, the credit-signal is routed in the opposite direction of the data signal. Any stage (FU or switch) needs one credit to send data, and after sending the data it sends a credit signal to its predecessor. If a stage is processing or delayed waiting for data, the valid bit is cleared and credit is not passed to the previous stage.
Processor Interface
All the inputs to a DySER block are fed through a logical FIFO, which delivers register inputs and memory val-ues. Each entry specifies a switch and port which effectively decide where the value will be delivered in the array, because DySER uses circuit-switched routing. Outputs follow a similar procedure. Each port in the output switches corresponds to one possible DySER output. Since for each output port, the DySER produces outputs in order, no FIFOs are required on the output side. When values arrive at the output ports, an output interface writes them to the register file or memory. A detailed description is in [12] .
Integration with pipeline: DySER can be easily integrated into conventional in-order and out-of-order pipelines and with architectures like Intel Larrabbee [31] or Copernicus [11] as an accelerator. Integration with an in-order pipeline is simple and the DySER block interfaces with the instruction fetch stage for obtaining the configuration bits, the register file stage and the memory stage of the pipeline. A state machine must be added to the instruction cache to read configurations bits for a block and send them to the input interface. DySER integration with an OOO-pipeline requires more careful design. The processor views DySER as a functional unit but the input ports are exposed to the issue logic to ensure two dyser send's to a port are not executed out-of-order. Since loads can cause cache misses, when a dyser load executes in the processor, the corresponding input port is marked busy in the input buffers. When the data arrives from the cache, the input port is marked ready, which prevents a subsequent dyser load's value from entering the DySER block earlier.
Squashes, Page Faults, Context-switches, and Debugging: When a branch is mispredicted in the load backslice, the values computed in DySER must be squashed. This is implemented by first marking the status of all input buffer entries to be invalid-but-ready. This ensures that all inputs are available for DySER to compute and produce outputs. Second, we abort the outputs by changing commit entries in the commit status queue to "abort" and hence the outputs for the misspeculated invocation will be ignored. Finally, we restart the DySER using the values in the input buffer and injecting new, correct values.
Since page faults can only be raised by the load backslice, almost no changes are required to the processors' existing mechanisms. The processor services the page-fault and resumes execution from the memory instruction that caused the fault. We assume that the OS routine to handle page-faults does not use the DySER block. To handle context-switches, the processor waits until all DySER invocations are complete before allowing the operating system to swap in a new process. These techniques describe the mechanisms but detailed exploration and implementation of such code in a real operating system is future work.
From a program developer perspective of debugging, our current software environment generates processor code for the computation slice as well. We anticipate the programmer will debug this version using conventional debuggers as part of the software development process and DySER execution is turned on as a performance optimization. Debugging the DySER instructions, single-stepping DySER code (which can help in further performance optimizations of DySER code) is likely necessary, but only rarely, and mechanisms to support this are future work.
Implementation and Physical design
We have implemented and verified the DySER array in Verilog and synthesized using an 55nm standard cell library with Synopsys Design Compiler. Our results show DySER blocks are simple and area/energy efficient.
For the floating-point and integer execution units, we synthesized the implementations available from OpenSparc T1 for a 2 GHz clock frequency. The input and output interfaces and switches were implemented with our own Verilog. The Table below We used application profiling to arrive at an instruction mix for the functional units (details in Section 5). Based on this analysis, 60% integer ALU, 10% integer multiply, 30% floating point units provided the best mix. A 64-functionalunit DySER block with the aforementioned mix, has an area of 0.92 mm 2 . It occupies the same area as a 64KB SRAM estimated from CACTI [38] . Comparing to area of other structures in modern processors, one DySER block is less area than the Atom L1 data cache (including its data and tag array): area estimated as 1.00 mm 2 from CACTI and 1.32 mm 2 from the die photo scaled to 55nm. Synopsys Power Compiler estimates DySER's power as 1.9 Watts at 2.0 GHz based on its default activity factors assumptions for datapath. The simple design and quantitative results show that the DySER architecture is practical.
The Compiler's Role
To support the execution model, we developed a program representation called a path-tree that represents application phases. The compiler slices path-trees to make them amenable for DySER datapaths. Detailed compiler design, formalism of the path-tree and optimizations are future work. This section describes our current framework.
Path-Trees:
A path is an acyclic execution trace of basic blocks. A path-tree is a rooted tree with basic blocks as its vertices and represents a collection of paths starting at the root of the path-tree. Based on profiling for each path in a path-tree, the most frequently executed paths are mapped Slicing the Path-Tree A path-tree itself cannot be mapped to a DySER block because it includes memory instructions, while DySER provides only computation resources. The path-tree is sliced into a load back-slice -a sequence of instructions in the path-tree that affect any load in the path-tree -and a computation slice. The computation slice of a path-tree is all instructions except the load back-slice. φ-nodes in the static single assignment form (SSA) [10] of the computation slice represent control-flow. Simply mapping these φ-nodes to a functional unit allows control-flow in DySER. An example computation slice is shown in Figure 5c which corresponds to the code-snippet from Table 1 . Others have also used slicing for improving hardware efficiency [40, 21] .
Load/Store Ordering: In our execution model, the main processor executes loads as part of load back-slice. If the DySER block sends values directly to the memory system, load/store ordering may be violated, which we solve with the dyser store instruction. It executes as part of the load back-slice and is inserted immediately after the nearest load in the original code. The dyser store instruction specifies a DySER output port as an input operand, corresponding to the value/address for that store. It logically fetches the address and/or value from DySER output ports and sends the value and address to the load-store queue or write-buffer. Since dyser store executes as part of the load back-slice in the main processor, the memory dependency between loads and stores can be resolved using the processor's memory disambiguation mechanisms. This decoupling is a key simplification that allows DySER to leverage existing memory disambiguation mechanisms and remain beneficial in many application domains.
DySER Mapping: Mapping of the computation slice to DySER occurs in three steps. First, the compiler sets up the communication between the load back-slice and computation slice by inserting dyser send, dyser load, and dyser store instructions in the load back-slice . The destination targets for these instructions are named DySER ports. Second, the compiler maps each instruction in the computation slice to a node in the DySER datapath. Third, it configures the switches to create physical paths corresponding to data-flow edges. These two steps that are done by the scheduler are implemented with a greedy heuristic that considers the nodes in topological sort order. Since the DySER network is circuit-switched, we must map dataflow edges to hardware paths making the scheduling problem fundamentally different from tiled architectures like TRIPS [5] , WaveScalar [36] , and RAW [37] . Figures 5d shows DySER mapping for the code-snippet.
Implementation We have developed extensions to the GCC toolchain for evaluation of the DySER architecture. Our framework operates on the SPARC backend and does path-profiling and DySER mapping. The total configuration information is 327 bytes for one configuration of a 64-FU block, with 10-bits per FU and 19-bits per switch. We conclude with two observations on path-trees: 1) The number of path-trees in many applications is small enough to create specialized units for each path-tree. 2) Applications remain in a few path-trees for many invocations before entering a different path tree.
Evaluation
Benchmarks: We evaluate applications from the SPEC CPU2006 [33] , Parboil [30] , and the PARSEC [4] benchmark suite to cover traditional workloads, GPU workloads, and emerging workloads respectively 1 . We consider several benchmark suites to demonstrate the architecture's performance across a diverse suite.
Modeling and Simulation:
We modified the Multifacet GEMS [27] OPAL cycle-accurate simulator to support DySER datapaths. Functional unit delays, path delays (one cycle per hop), and the input/output interface are modeled for DySER blocks. We include a 128-entry 2-bit predictor with 4-bits history to predict the next path-tree to hide configuration delays. We model a configuration delay of 64 Table 2 . Application Characterization cycles, but it is often hidden by double-buffering. Binaries that have been modified by our GCC-toolchain are used by the simulator. If a path-tree deviates from the mapped paths, we ignore the outputs from the DySER block and simulate the load-slice to completion. We then branch to the original code and execute on the main processor. For all applications, we simulate multiple sample points of path-trees that account for 90% of the application. Each sample point, fastforwards to the start of a different path tree and simulates 100 million instructions. We simulate a clock frequency of 2GHz since this is the fastest clock speed for our functional units. For workload analysis, we use an LLVM [23] based tool since its bitcode is easier to work with.
We used the Wattch-based power model in GEMS. We extended it for DySER and refined it using the ITRS 2008 projections and CACTI [38] area and power models. We assume both clock-gating and power-gating is implemented for DySER. To model this, we removed the leakage power consumption of unused units in simulation. Power gating [26] can be implemented for DySER by turning off the unused functional units and switches. Moreover, the wakeup cost is less because each DySER block is executed many times before changing configuration.
We study DySER datapaths integrated with simple single-issue processors, dual-issue OOO processors, and aggressive 4-issue OOO processors. The DySER blocks are pipelined with support for eight concurrent invocations. Such a block has the same area as a 64KB single-ported SRAM.
Characterization
Coverage: Table 2 shows the characteristics of the different applications. Column three through seven are measurements for the entire application's execution using LLVMbased profiling. In most cases, a very small number of pathtrees contribute to 90% of the application's dynamically executed instructions. For example, for bzip2, 33 specialized accelerators can cover 90% of the application. The fourth column shows the average number of paths within these path trees and the fifth column shows the total number of static instructions in these trees. As shown, numerous instructions are required for 100% coverage within a tree, making the design of a datapath intractable. The sixth column (Top-5 paths # Ins) shows the number of static instructions in the five most frequent paths. The seventh column (Cvg %), shows the application coverage that can be obtained when only the five most frequent paths are considered in each path tree. For most GPU-like (Parboil) and emerging applications (PARSEC), close to 100% of the application can be covered by a few path trees and for the more irregular SpecINT applications, 60% to 99% are covered.
The eighth column shows the percentage of the path-tree which is the computation slice. The ninth column shows the expanded computation slice with a peep-hole optimization to coalesce loads with consecutive address into a single load. This is a safe conservative analysis requiring static disambiguation. For most applications, the computation slice accounts for 59% to 95% of the execution time. Phase Behavior: The dynamic path tree trace can provide the working set of path-trees in a time-window. We want to determine the smallest number of DySER blocks that can capture these sets of trees. In terms of cache terminology, we have an N-entry fully associative cache of blocks, each entry in the trace is an access and we want to determine the number of accesses between misses. Table 3 shows  the number of available blocks and the average number of DySER Blocks   cp  pns  rpes  sad  bs  bt canneal facesim  fa fm  sc swaptions  1  1.3M  87K  16M  27  5  45  12  12 169  1  30K  20  2  266M  95K 160K  37  204 111  14  14 337  1 380K  546  4  266M 338M 160K 7,835  8M 245  16  17 337  1 380K  546  DySER Blocks  perlbench bzip2 gcc mcf hmmer h264ref astar  namd soplex  lbm sphinx3  1  5  9  4  20  32  2  8  18  12 163K  20  2  6  16  5  32  53  4  23  445  22  1M  26  4  6  29  6 490  3,265  8  354  821  32  5M 29 bs: blacksholes, bt: bodytrack, fa: fluidanimate, fm: freqmine. M = million; K = 1000s Table 3 . Number of tree invocations captured by N DySER blocks.
dynamic tree invocations before a miss. With two blocks, the number of invocations between misses varies from 4 to 266 million, corresponding to 400 to several million cycles. Hence, two DySER blocks are sufficient to capture significant amount of phase behavior.
Mapping:
The last two columns of Table 2 show quantitative mapping data to make the case for the DySER approach. It shows the percentage of the program that has been mapped to a 64-functional-unit DySER block and a 256-FU DySER block. On average, 70% of the program can be mapped to a 64-FU DySER block. With further compiler work, applications with large path-trees can be partitioned.
Quantitative Evaluation
Performance: Figure 6a shows performance improvement with 1, 2, and infinite number of DySER blocks integrated with a single-issue in-order processor. In all cases, the load back-slice becomes the bottleneck. Geometric mean performance improves by 2.1X with a range of 1.1X to 9X. In cases where the performance improvement is low (like freqmine, perlbench), it is because the computation slice contributes 10% to 25% the program. The SpecINT programs also benefit and show 1.1X to 2.2X speedups. Figure 6b shows performance improvement with DySER blocks integrated with a dual-issue OOO processor. We see consistent improvements for DySER + dual issue OOO processor, with geometric mean of 2.2X. With the OOO processor, effectively we have a better memory system engine which can feed the DySER array better. For both processors, two DySER blocks come close to the performance of infinite blocks. For facesim and gcc, the working set of path-trees is large and the number of DySER blocks is the bottleneck.
The source of improvements: A 4-wide OOO processor with 2 DySER blocks, essentially provides a better loadstore engine and we saw similar improvements, but still bottlenecked by the load-slice. As an extreme, we integrated DySER blocks with a 4-issue OOO processor with a perfect cache. We now observed that DySER blocks become the bottleneck as the load-slice typically completes first. As shown in Figure 7 , we still see performance improvements resulting from DySER's additional computation resources.
Less of the configuration delays are hidden and geometric mean speedups are 2.8X. We also simulated a hypothetical machine with 128 each of every functional unit with singlecycle full bypass which allows complete specialization of all path-trees. DySER is a practical realization of this machine. Energy: Figure 6c (first two stacks) shows energy reduction provided by DySER. Geometric mean energy reduction is 40% and slightly more for the in-order case. Energydelay improvements ranged from 1.5X to 12X with an average reduction of 2.7X. Some applications like gobmk show worse energy consumption because of too much divergence in the path trees. For these cases, the DySER blocks shouldn't be used.
In energy-constrained mobile environments the DySE approach can trade-off performance improvement to exploit DVFS and provide energy efficiency. We use the detailed DVFS data from the Intel SCC [2] processor for these estimates. Figure 6c (3rd and 4th stack) shows the improvement in energy when frequency (and correspondingly voltage) is reduced to equal the performance of the baseline. We see 5% to 90% reductions with a geometric mean of 60%.
Sensitivity Studies: So far, we have considered one implementation of the functional units. Only longer latency or lower frequency functional units may be feasible for a real chip implementation. To understand this sensitivity, we ran experiments simulating DySER at 
Related work
The closest work to DySER is the Burroughs Scientific Processor (BSP) [22] . BSP uses arithmetic elements imple- mented with pipelining to accelerate vectorized FORTRAN code. Evolution of three important insights from BSP lead to the DySER architecture. First, to achieve the generality, both BSP and DySER utilize compiler support to generate mappings to execute on the execution component. DySER further expands the flexibility and efficiency by introducing a circuit-switch network in the execution array. This improvement needs several new supporting designs such as the configuration path and flow-control. Second, both BSP and DySER identify the critical role of intermediate value storage. The arithmetic elements in the BSP have dedicated register files which are not part of the architecture state. Unlike this "centralized" design, DySER provides distributed storage in its network using pipeline registers. Third, to generate useful code BSP exploits vector forms, while DySER uses a co-designed compiler than can generate regions of code. A final difference is in the implementation. While the BSP spends much effort on building a fast storage system (register, I/O, special memory), DySER uses a conventional core for efficient data management to achieve same goal. From the recent literature, the CCA and VEAL architectures [8, 28, 6, 9, 7] are related. The key differences are: VEAL is limited to inner-most loops that must be moduloschedulable, CCA has limited branching support 2 , they do not support a diverse application domain like DySE, and have memory access limitations (CCA does not allow a code-region to span across load/stores). These implementations have limited scalability, supporting only a small number of functional units. VEAL exploits the loop's moduloschedulability for a novel design which is limited to a small number of functional units (2 INT, 2 FP and one compound unit), while CCA uses a feed-forward cross-bar network connecting consecutive rows which can limit scalability and thus generality to many domains. Table 4 . Design space and related work DySER blocks are similar to tiled architectures like RAW [37] , Wavescalar [36] , and TRIPS [5] . DySER is a pure computation fabric and thus has no buffering, instruction storage, or data-memory storage in the tiles. Second, DySER implements circuit-switched static routing of values, thus making the network far more energy efficient than the dynamically arbitrated networks. While these architectures distribute design complexity to different tiles, DySER blocks do not add complexity. The slicing of applications provides several simplifications and DySER blocks need only perform computation. The Tartan architecture and compiler memory analysis explores spatial computing at fine granularity with entire applications laid out onchip [29] . The DySE execution model is far less disruptive and achieves efficiency by dynamically reconfiguring the DySER datapaths as the application changes phase. Other reconfigurable architectures include the following: Garp uses an FPGA-like substrate for tight-inner loops but suffers when loop iterations are small [17] . Chimaera maps instruction sequences to a reconfigurable substrate [39] . Ambric [14] and Mathstar [15] explore domainspecific specialization. Table 4 classifies the related work in terms of software capability, hardware constraints, and their basic mechanisms. In terms of generality, scalability, and overall complexity 3 , DySER achieves all three with a codesigned compiler and simplified computational as shown in the design space tradeoffs plotted in the Table. The path-tree construction is similar to hyperblocks [25] , but our representation is rooted at the innermost block and captures all paths. Our slicing approach is similar to early efforts of decoupled access/execute machines [32] but we map one of the slices to hardware.
Future Work and Conclusions
This paper introduced the DySE execution model of dynamically synthesizing datapaths, presented the DySER architecture for hardware specialization, and evaluated it. The basic hardware organization of DySER is a circuit-switched tiled array of heterogeneous computation units which are dynamically specialized by a compiler that uses profiling to map application phases to these blocks. DySER effectively adds very general purpose accelerators into a processor pipeline and with its co-designed compiler, the same hardware can target diverse application domains. Results from a diverse application suite consisting of the SPEC, PARSEC, and Parboil benchmark suites show impressive results. When integrated with a single-issue processor, two DySER blocks, which each occupies approximately the area of a 64KB SRAM, show 1.1X to 10X performance improvements with up to 70% reduction in energy. Furthermore, the approach scalably provides energy-efficient performance as the baseline processor improves.
Further work is required to understand the effectiveness of the DySE execution model and the DySER architecture. First, a detailed compiler design and implementation that builds path-trees in the compiler's intermediate representation (instead of modifying generated code as is currently done) can help generate larger path trees and is required for a practical implementation. Further optimizations to consider the impact of loop unrolling, function inlining and techniques to reduce control-flow graph disruptions as a result of slicing, and scheduler optimizations should help. While the ISA impact should be small, further investigation on other ISAs like x86 ISA which has few general purpose registers is required. Finally, dynamically profiling and compilation is an avenue of promising future work.
The execution model with the DySER block provides a practical way to implement instruction-set specialization, SIMD specialization, and domain-driven accelerators using one substrate. This work focuses on the architecture and microarchitecture of DySER. Further work is required to compare how general the execution model and DySER's dynamic specialization really is.
Finally, we are investigating a detailed prototype implementation of the DySER block integrated with a real processor. This implementation can answer questions on design complexity, area, and power trade-offs, and can quantify the gap between DySER and a truly specialized design. The execution model can be implemented with other architectures including application-specific accelerators where computation-slices are compiled to silicon and an FPGA substrate. Direct compilation to silicon suffers from designtime freezing of the accelerator. The area density and potential frequency from an FPGA substrate will be less than DySER. However, the FPGA can provide capability for synthesizing compound computational blocks and probably better diversity. This FPGA approach requires further advancements in the synthesis of the computation slices and introduces scope for novel solutions in that space. Detailed analysis is required for a definitive answer.
In general, architectural techniques like DySER can address the slowing of device-level energy improvements by energy efficiently improving performance.
